
Poly-MVA 
For Energy, Immune Support, and Cellular Protection 

 

WHAT IT IS: 

 Uniquely formulated, patented combination of vitamins, minerals and amino acids 

 

WHY YOU NEED IT: 

 Important for patients with low energy, nerve conditions, dementia, mitochondrial 
conditions 

 Supports patients with cancer and weak immune systems 

 Targets patients with premature aging, heart disease, diabetes, and auto-immune 
diseases 

 Fast-acting, immediate absorption for quick results 

 Safe and natural 

 

HOW IT HELPS: 

Poly-MVA is a patented blend of system critical vitamins, minerals and amino acids.  The core 

ingredient in Poly-MVA is a palladium-lipoic acid complex, that acts as an effortlessly soluble 

liquid crystal.  This highly absorbable complex allows for key nutrients to be directly delivered to 

the body’s energy-producing systems, such as cellular mitochondria.    

Better energy production means that patients feel better faster.  Typically, within a week or two. 

These nutrients also support overall health and wellbeing.  For patients whose bodies are under 

attack from toxins, oxidation, high blood sugar, and high cholesterol, Poly-MVA targets patients 

looking for scientifically proven damage protection and faster recovery times.  This is particularly 

important for sensitive body systems including nerves, arteries, and brain tissue. 

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 

Always consult your doctor before taking any of these products.



Poly-MVA represents a breakthrough in nutritional supplementation for patients with difficult-to-

treat conditions including chronic fatigue, neuropathy, dementia, cancer, arteriosclerosis, heart 

disease, auto-immune diseases (Lupus, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Multiple Sclerosis), and weak 

immune systems. 

Poly-MVA is available in both oral and IV forms.  The Poly-MVA IV is the most powerful 

nutritional delivery system, bringing the fastest and most powerful effects of the supplement to 

patients.  To continue the Poly-MVA benefits at home, the supplement is also available for oral 

daily dosing. 

For patients with cancer, Poly-MVA IV combined with DCA (another anti-cancer IV therapy) 

helps to support patients needing to target cancer stem cells.  Killing cancer stem cells is 

absolutely necessary for successful cancer therapy. 

If your body has a system that is broken down, worn-out, weak or tired, chances are very good 

that a course of Poly-MVA (IV and oral dosing) will support your better health and wellbeing. 

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 

Always consult your doctor before taking any of these products.




